Predicting protein submitochondria locations by combining different descriptors into the general form of Chou's pseudo amino acid composition.
Knowledge of the submitochondria location of protein is integral to understanding its function and a necessity in the proteomics era. In this work, a new submitochondria data set is constructed, and an approach for predicting protein submitochondria locations is proposed by combining the amino acid composition, dipeptide composition, reduced physicochemical properties, gene ontology, evolutionary information, and pseudo-average chemical shift. The overall prediction accuracy is 93.57% for the submitochondria location and 97.79% for the three membrane protein types in the mitochondria inner membrane using the algorithm of the increment of diversity combined with the support vector machine. The performance of the pseudo-average chemical shift is excellent. For contrast, the method is also used to predict submitochondria locations in the data set constructed by Du and Li; an accuracy of 94.95% is obtained by our method, which is better than that of other existing methods.